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Established in 2001, Ningbo Fenghua Aokate Commodity Factory  is a professional manufacturer that is concerned with 
design, development and production of various outdoor, archery soft goods and archery hard products. We are located in 
No.18 Dongjiang Road, Fenghua District, Ningbo, China, only 30 minutes by car from Ningbo Lishe International airport.  
Covering an area of 10,000 square meters, we now have over 100 employees and 2 sewing lines  and 10 CNC machines to help 
us have full capacity of productions, an annual sales figure that exceeds USD 8 millions which is growing up year by year.  All of 
our products comply with international quality standard, are greatly appreciated in a variety of different markets throughout the 
world, many clients are all satisfied with our products quality, attractive price and good service. 
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COMPANY PROFILE

GROUND AREA ANNUAL CAPACITY COUNTRY OF SALE

2001 10,000m2 8millions

FACTORY FOUNDED

20
countries
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AKT-SL853
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 45cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Three tubes, including hook attachment, 
                   side pockets, slot for T-guage.

0403

QUIVERAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

QUIVER
ARCHERY
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AOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

QUIVER

AKT-SL677
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 50cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Two soundamping separators,four pockets, two 
                   D-rings to hook your accessories,belt included.

AKT-SL854
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 46cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Hook attachment,semi-rigid body, ambidextrous.

AKT-SL851
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 50cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Two soundamping separators,four pockets, slot for pen,
                  two D-rings to hook your accessories,belt included.
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AOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

QUIVER

AKT-SL855
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 44.5cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Two tubes, including hook attachment, ambidextrous.

AKT-JN006
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 46.5cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Three tubes, four pockets, clip for accessories, 
                   belt included.

AKT-JN007
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 46.5cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Four tubes, three pockets, slot for T-gauge, belt
                   included, multiple accessory attachment rings, 
                   reversible hook-and-loop upper and lower pokcets 
                   for wear on right or left side.

AKT-SL852
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 46cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features:  Four tubes,four pockets, slot for pen,two D-loop rings
                    to hook your accessories,deluxe belt included.
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AOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

QUIVER

AKT-SL676
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 46cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Two soundamping separators,four pockets, slot for 
                   pen & T-gauge, two D-rings and clip to hook your
                   accessories, deluxe belt included.

AKT-SL442
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 55cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Two pockets,removable shoulder strap, semi-rigid body

AKT-SL458
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 55cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Two pockets, padded shoulder strap system, 
                   easy carry-on.

AKT-SL683
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Length: 45cm

Direction: RH & LH

Features: webbing loop attachment,slot for pens,ambidextrous.
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SOFT CASE FOR T/DAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL062
Material: 600D polyester and ripstop honeycomb pattern

Dimension:73x18x2.5cm

Folds for compact storage

Shoulder strap

Arrow cannister included

Individual storage for riser and limbs

Easy access and specific compartments for sights, 
stabilizers and small accessories

AKT-FQ001 
Material: Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Dimension: 67x28x5.5cm

Individual storage for riser and limbs

One external sleeve pocket

Three individual storage pockets inside for accessories

Arrow cannister included, inner soft fabric

AKT-BP003
Material: 100% polyester Honeycomb Pattern ripstop fabric

Dimension:70x30x15cm

Removable three compartment riser and limb case

Quick side access to riser and limb case

Included arrow cannister

Easy access oversized pockets with multiple compartments
for accessories

SOFT CASE FOR T/D
ARCHERY
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ARMGUARDAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL866
Armguard Samll

Dimension: 18x7cm

Material:Polyester 600D and leather

Features:Two velcro straps for easy release, 
                  nice leather for protection, durable

AKT-SL865
Armguard XL

Dimension:29.5x9.5cm

Fabric:Polyester 600D and leather

Features: Four elastic clip buckles,double wired bars
                   and nice leather for protection, durable

AKT-SL864
Armguard Large

Dimension: 22.5x9cm

Fabric:Polyester 600D and leather
Features: Three elastic clip buckles, double wired bars 

and nice leather for protection, durable

ARMGUARD AND CHEST GUARD
ARCHERY

AKT-SL821
Armguard

Dimensions: 20x16.5 cm

Dual layered protection

Genuine leather

Reinforced with brown soft leather

Hook and ealstic fitting

AKT-SL098
Armguard Large

Dimension: 19x11cm

Fabric:Polyester 600D and leather

Features: Three elastic clip buckles, 
                   nice leather for protection, durable 



AND BOW ACCESSORIES
ARCHERY
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BOW ACCESSORIESAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL856
Chest guard

Sizes: Small, Medium, Large

Direction: RH & LH

Features: Soft foam padded, adjustable elastic strap, one touch buckle opening

AKT-HF001
Material: 600D polyester with pvc coating

Release or Finger Tab Pouch

Dimensions: 17x15cm

Features: Durable diamond fabric, ultra soft lining, quick draw
                   closure, webbed loop to easily attach to a belt

AKT-AG001 
Armguard

Dimensions: 13.5x6cm

Molded rubber version

Two elastic clip buckles

soft &  light-weight
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AOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL858
Cover for Cam/String protection

Material: Neoprene

Features: Fits 30" up to 44" compound bows, pretects
                 string,cables and cams, Incl. carrier

AKT-MZ001
Case for Accessory and Sight

Material: 840D polyester with PVC coating

Dimensions: 37x21.5x2.5cm

Features: Heavy duty zipper, multiple inside pockets, easy storage

AKT-SL817
Bowstringer

Material: Polyester webster and rubber part in loop

Dimensions: 181x5cm

Features: Rubber friction pad for safe, secure grip.

AKT-QT53C

AKT-QT53C
Material: Neoprene

Features: Fits 30" up to 44" compound bows, 
                 pretects string,cables and cams, Incl. 
                 carrier.Nice camo print.

AKT-SL858

BOW ACCESSORIES
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AOKATE
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AKT-SL860 AKT-SL861 AKT-SL862
Cover for Short Stabilizer Cover for Riser Cover for long Stabilizer

Material: 600D polyester with PVC coating Material: 600D polyester with PVC coating Material: 600D polyester with PVC coating

Dimensions: 50x14cm Dimensions: 74.5x18cm Dimensions: 98x14cm

Features: Internal soft padded lining and
                   foam for protection,2 tunnels for
                   2 kinds of short stabilizer

Features: Internal soft padded lining
                  and foam for protection,
                  fits 23", 25", 27" risers.

Features: Internal soft padded lining and
                  foam for protection,it's good for 
                  long stabilizer

AKT-LB001
Cover for Limbs

Material: 600D polyester with PVC coating

Dimensions:70x7.5cm

Features: Internal soft padded lining for protection.

AKT-SL859
Cover for Limbs

Material: 600D polyester with PVC coating

Dimensions:74x9cm

Features: Internal soft padded lining and foam for protection.

AKT-SL861

AKT-SL860

AKT-SL859 AKT-SL862

AKT-LB001

BOW ACCESSORIES
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SOFT CASE FOR CPDAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-GB004
Dimension :98x38x9cm

Ultra-durable polyester exterior

oversized #10 zippers

Storage of bows , arrows  accessories and range gear

PE board exterior padding 

Inner long pouch for arrow cannister

AKT-SL066
Dimension :104x40.6x12cm

Durable 600D polyester &  camo shell fabric

Oversized #10 zipper

Large zipper pocket for arrow cannister

EPE foam exterior padding

Adjustable shoulder strap included

AKT-SL165
Dimension:104x50.8x15cm

Ultra-durable polyester exterior

Oversized #10 zippers

Storage of bows ,arrows accessories and range gear

Large pocket for arrow cannister

with backpack system

Adjustable shoulder strap included

AKT-QT077
Dimension:109.2x33x15cm

Rugged high-denier POLY construction

Simple &  cheap version

One square pocket for gear

Large one zipper pockte for arrow cannister

Adjustable shoulder strap included

AKT-GB007
Dimension107x45x13cm

Deluxe plush lining fabric

Full size arrow box pocket

External accessories pockets

Padded shoulder strap

Internal cam protection pads

SOFT CASE FOR CPD
HUNTING
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BACKPACKAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL873 
Dimensions: 33x12x47cm

Capacity: 30-40L

Material: Camo brushed tricot

Fetures: One main storage compartment with organizer 
                 pockets inside,comfort molded foam back pad,
                 two sides zipper pockets for small accessories,
                 front elastic bands to hold light gear or clothing

AKT-SL872
Dimensions: 43x15x55cm

Capacity: 30-40L

Material: Camo brushed tricot

Features: Nice Logo embroidery on front, Elastic mesh 
                   waterbottle pocket on each side pocket.
                  Main compartment for many things, Buckles &  
                  straps on each side to secure the bag 

BACKPACK
HUNTING

Pliable ComfortableDurable

Pliable ComfortableDurable
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AOKATE
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AKT-SJ041
Dimensions: 37x48x18cm

Material: 600D lightweight polyester PU coated, brand camo Mossy Oak infinity

 

Features: Heavy duty black oxford on the bottom 
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket 
                 Big front pocket 
                 Main compartment for many things suff in 
                 Padded shoulder strap 
                 Hanging loop on the top 
                 Buckles & straps on each side to secure the bag

AKT-SJ082
Dimensions: 43x18x46cm

Material: brushed polyester tricot with soft PVC coating

 

Features: ultra-durable nylon exterior     
                 Multi-pocket exterior& interior organization    
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel    
                 Top flap unclips for main compartment zip entry    
                 Multiple D-rings for various attachment needs    
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket    
                 Small utility pocket on the shoulder straps    
                 Elastic web straps with velcro closure on bottom panel

AKT-SJ043
Dimensions: 35x45x15cm

Material: brushed polyester tricot with soft PVC coating

 

Features: brand camo Realtree AP 
                 2 zippered side pockets 
                 Front zippered pokcet with extra another zippered pocket 
                 Main compartment for many things stuff in 
                 Soft rubber handle on top 
                 Padded and suitable shoulder strap and waist belt 
                 Chest belt also included

AKT-SJ081
Dimensions: 44x19x48cm

Material: brushed polyester tricot with soft PVC coating

Features: Ultra-durable nylon exterior
                 Multi-pocket exterior& interior organization
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel
                 Separate top zip entry to bladder-ready compartment
                 Main zip entry& interior organization
                     Interior main compartment back wall mesh zip &  elastic closure pockets
                 PVC coated water resistant reverse zippered pockets
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket
                 Small utility pocket &  knife scabbard
                 D-ring for compass attachment
                 Elastic web straps with velcro closure on bottom pane

AKT-SJ083
Dimensions: 32x20x43cm

Material: generic camo 600D polyester with pvc coating

Features: Ultra-durable nylon exterior
                 Multi-pocket exterior& interior organization
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel
                   Ergonomically curved backstraps with built-in knife scabbard & cell
                   phone pocket
                 Multi-looped daisy chian webbing &  web loops for utility
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket
                 Padded compartment &  hanging pocket for audio/music player
                 D-ring for compass attachment
                 Small utility pocket &  knife scabbard
                 Elastic web straps with velcro closure on bottom panel

AKT-SJ084
Dimensions: 34x14x50cm

Material: generic camo 600D polyester with pvc coating

Features: Ultra-durable nylon exterior
                 Multi-pocket exterior& interior organization
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel
                 Side compression straps for containing top-heavy loads
                 Side deep zip pockets
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket
                 Daisy chain webbing and D-ring for multiple accessory attachment
                 Hanging pocket for audio device& large mesh back wall pocket with 
                 elastic closure
                 D-ring for compass attachment
                 Elastic web straps with velcro closure on bottom panel      

BACKPACK

BACKPACK
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AKT-SJ068
Dimensions: 29x17x41cm

Material: offee 600D polyester with PVC coating combinated with heavy
                duty Realtree pink camo

 

Features: heavy knit mesh
                 Hand carrier one the top of the bag.
                 With backpack system
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on one side
                 Front zippered pocket  

AKT-SJ090
Dimensions: 44x25x55cm

Material: generic camo 600D polyester with pvc coating

 

Features: Ultra-durable nylon exterior      
                 Multi-pocket exterior& interior organization     
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel     
                 Strap with buckle secures top of quiver or rifle in place     
                 Front compartment zips down for tree stand function     
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket     
                 Interior main compartment back wall mesh zip& elastic closure pockets     
                 Tree hang/hook tucks away inside top back compartment     
                 D-ring for compass attachment     
                 Elastic web straps with velcro closure on bottom panel     

AKT-SJ087
Dimensions: 33x12x22cm

Material: 600D polyester with camo pattern

 

Features: Ultra-durable nylon exterior
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel    
                 Detachable padded shoulder strap    
                 Side storage compartment (both sides)    
                 Knife storage pocket    
                 Elastic mesh waterbottle pocket on each side pocket    
                 Multiple loops for utlity attachments    
                 Elastic web straps with velcro closure on bottom panel  

AKT-SJ095
Dimensions: 44x25x55cm

Material: brushed tricot camo fabric with soft durable PVC coating

 

Features: one zippered pocket on front    
                 Elastic strings on front to stuff any clothes or hats    
                 Hanging loop on the top of bag    
                 Heavy duty mesh pockets on two sides    
                 High density seat pad on the bottom of backpack    
                 Quick release of seat pad to use by buckles    
                 Paded shoulder straps    

AKT-SJ088
Dimensions: 34x16x50cm

Material: 600D polyester with camo pattern

Features: Ultra-durable nylon exterior     
                 Ultra-padded foam mesh back panel    
                 Multi-pocket exterior &  interior organization    
                 Adjustable backstrap for lefty/righty preference    
                 Side pocket knife compartment    
                 Velcro flap pocket for pocket knife    
                Hanging pocket for audio/music player inside    
                Padded compartment inside    
                Detachable rotating snap hook for right or left attachment

AKT-SJ287
Capacity: 8L

Material: brushed tricot fabric with soft PVC coating

Four packets: main, front, two side   
                         Removable shoulder harness   
                         Removable padded waist belt with 2 packs   
                         Compatible with the accessory pockets

BACKPACK

BACKPACK



AKT-SL740
Dimensions: 122x18x5cm

Materials: 600D polyester with PVC coating; inner: plush and foam

Features: Webbing handle for easying carrying
                 Adjustable and comfortable shoulder strap
                One side pocket with No.5 zipper on the front
                Super extra-thick, dual-layered sponge for well protecting
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GUN BAGAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL737
Dimensions: 131x28.5x5.5cm

Materials: 600D polyester with PVC coating; inner: plush and foam

Features: Webbing handle for easying carrying
                 Adjustable and comfortable shoulder strap
                 One side pocket with No.5 zipper on the front
                 Super extra-thick, dual-layered sponge for well protecting

AKT-SL738
Dimensions: 122.5x24.5x6cm

Materials: 600D polyester with PVC coating; inner: plush and foam

Features: Webbing handle for easying carrying
                 Adjustable and comfortable shoulder strap
                 One side pocket with No.5 zipper on the front
                 Super extra-thick, dual-layered sponge for well protecting

GUN BAG
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AKT-SL014

AKT-SL031A

AKT-SL031 AKT-SL031A
Dimensions:118x25cm Dimensions:118x25cm

Material:High density camo shell fabric and plush interior padding Material:High density camo shell fabric and plush interior padding

Features: Main compartment with one front flap pocket 
                   Carrying with webbing handle , hanging with D-ring

Features: Main compartment with one front flap pocket
                  Carrying with webbing handle , hanging with D-ring

AKT-SL014 AKT-SL140
Dimensions: 173x24 cm Dimensions: 125x28cm

Material: Durable camo shell fabric Material: 600 denier polyester and foam inside

Features: Main compartment with zipper closure , 
                   organized with front pocket     
                   With webbing carrying handle and adjustable padding
                  shoulder strap     
                  Top with D-ring for haning on wall 

Features: Main compartment and front pockets are all with
                 full zipper closure     
                 Carrying with adjustable and padding shouder strap , 
                 or webbing handles     
                 Different colors fabric assorted ,    

AKT-SL031

GUN BAG
GUN BAG

AKT-SL140
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AKT-SL292

AKT-SL300

AKT-SL714

AKT-SL715

AKT-SL714 AKT-SL715
Dimensions: 125x30cm Dimensions: 133x25x3cm

Material: 600 denier polyester and foam inside Material: 600 denier polyester and foam inside

Features: Adjustable, firm and comfortable shoulder strap and
                  hander belt with hook and loop for easy carrying. 
                  Super extra-thick, dual-layered sponge for well protection. 
                  Three zippered pockets for accessories at side

Features: Adjustable, firm and comfortable shoulder strap
                  and hander belt with hook and loop for easy carrying. 
                  Super extra-thick, dual-layered sponge for well protection.
                  Three zippered pockets for accessories at side

AKT-SL292 AKT-SL300
Dimensions: 126x28cm Dimensions: 122x27x4cm

Material: camoflage with inner plush and foam Material: Made with 600 denier polyester

Features: One main compartment with large capacity,
                  One small zipper pocket on the front , inner with
                  mesh divider, Carrying with adjustable shoulder 
                  and handle straps, for easy carrying

Features: Full-length zipper with pull , durable canvas  
                 Full EPE and foam padding to protect rifles inside  
                 Main compartment with hanging circle  
                 Front square pocket for hunting accessaries

GUN BAG
GUN BAG
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GUN BAGAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL032 AKT-SL423
Dimensions: 130x19cm Dimensions: 130x24cm

Material: Durable 600D polyester fabric and foam Material: Durable 600D polyester fabric and foam

Features: One main compartment for rifle gun , 
                   front attached with one flap pocket  
                   Strong webbing carrying handle

Features: Main rifle storage compartment    
                  Thick padding interior for guns protecting

AKT-SL279 AKT-SL272
Dimensions: 107x36cm Dimensions: 133x24cm

Material: Constructed of Tough 600D polyester fabric and foam Material: Durable canvas and leather shell fabric and foam

Features: High Density Foam Inner Padding for Superior Protection
                   Three magazine pockets attached on the main compartment
                    Adjustable shoulder strap and webbing handles for carrying

Features: Inerior padding with foam , 
                   EPE and plush to protect rifle guns inside     
                  Main compartment closure with zipper , 
                  front flap pocket for accessories

AKT-SL279

AKT-SL272

AKT-SL032

AKT-SL423

GUN BAG
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CROSSBOW CAESAOKATE
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AKT-SL680
Material: outer: 600D polyester; inner: Non Woven Fabric

Features:Super EPE padding for well protecting
               One main compartment for crossbow carrying
               One zipper pockets on the front and another on the side
               Comfortable hand belt for easy carrying
               Heavy-duty zippers

CROSSBOW CAES

AKT-SL138
Dimensions: 128x22x5cm

Material: Made with 600 denier polyester

Features: To help protect your gun from the mud , 
                   water , nicks , dings , etc…
                   The gun case fit guns up to 50 inches long and
                    1 pounds in weight .     
                   The case also has an exterior pocket for small items.

AKT-SL147
Dimensions:107x37x6cm

Material: 600 denier polyester and foam inside

Features: Full length zipper opens case out flat for better access  
                 Adjustable web shoulder strap and velcro handles  
                Main compartment with five magazine pockets 
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OUTDOOR GOODSAOKATE
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AKT-SL876
Material: outer: 600D polyester; inner: Non Woven Fabric

Features: Super EPE padding for well protecting
                 One main compartment for crossbow carrying
                 One zipper pockets on the front and another on the side
                 Comfortable hand belt for easy carrying
                 Heavy-duty zippers

AKT-SL424
Material: Durable 600D polyester

Features: Sleek crossbow case for maximum protection and gear
                 storage needs     
                 Fits most standard crossbows     
                 Fitted shape reduces bulk     
                 Convenient carry handle and D-ring for carrying or storage     
                 Large zippers for ease of use     
                 Includes adjustable sling   

AKT-SL239
Material: Durable 420d rip-stop material for rugged construction

Features: Fully padded design for extra protection    
                 Zipper pockets for arrow tube ,gear & arrow    
                 Side mounted 4" x 24" quiver and cross bolt pocket    
                 Multiple specialized internal/external pockets    
                 Heavy gauge dual-action zippers with oversized finger tabs

OUTDOOR GOODS

AKT-SL017
Hand Muff

Material: Durable 600D polyester and soft foam

Features: Adjustable webbing belt with a side-released buckle
                 A front zippered pocket for carrying small items
                 Two sides with elastic opening for easy insertion and removal
                 One size fits all
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FISHING CASEAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-DY012
Dimension:28.5x25.5x19cm

Material: 1800D polyester with pvc coating. 

Features: Oversized zippers   
                 Outside pocket storage   
                 Plasitc handle    
                 Designed for comfort and portability   
                 Adjustable shouler strap with padding   
                 With 4 plastic trays  with adjustable dividers   

AKT-DY016
Dimensions:50x34x31cm

Material: 1680D polyester with pvc coating.

Features: Oversized zippers   
                 Outside pocket storage   
                 Designed for comfort and portability   
                 Adjustable shoulder strap with padding    
                 With 4 plastic trays  with adjustable dividers  

AKT-DY039
Dimension: 43x20x30cm

Material: 600D polyester Oxford fabric

Features: Use for cooling and fishing
                 Simlpe design for convienent
                 Adjustable shoulder strap with padding
                 Removable inner devider 
                 Webbing handle with velcro closure  

AKT-DY024
Dimensions:32x21x41cm

Material: black 600D polyester with PVC coating.

Features: durable outer shell fabric   
                 Side closure with velcro   
                 Main compartment with adjustbale dividers   
                 One zipper  case included fits different grear   
                 Oversized zippers   
                 Ajustbale shoulder strap with padding

AKT-DY019
Dimensions: 58x30x30cm

Material: 1680D polyester with pvc coating.

Features: Water repellent zippers   
                  Two front pockets with fishing organizers   
                  Tough all-weather molded bottom   
                  Adjustable shoulder strap for padding    
                 Webbing carrier with velcro closure   
                 Semi-rigid zipper pocket for sunglasses   

AKT-DY200
Dimensions:34x31x43cm

Material: 600 D polyester with pvc coating

Features: Designed for convinent for fishing    
                 Used as backpack and stand seat     
                 With backpack system, flod it and could pakcing on back     
                 Stand seat used metal material ,durable and portable

FISHING CASE
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CAMERA BAGAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

The camera backpack has room for all your 
photography equipment. main compartment with 
its adjustable cells that will accommodate your 
unique group of accessories             

The inside of the main compartment cover 
features mesh pockets for storing small items 
like batteries,memory cards, and USB drives., 
also features with one laptop diivider.The main 
compartment itself is lined with fabric covered 
foam throughout for extra protection of delicate 
equipment. You can reposition or remove several 
foam dividers to accommodate your gear. Use the 
canvas straps to fully secure larger items. 

The outside of the backpack has two side mech 
pockets  (great for keys, cell phone, and MP3 
player) and one front zippered pocket (great for 
manuals, notebooks, or even a light jacket or rain 
poncho).              

The backpack is adjustable, heavily padded, 
shoulder straps and wide, adjustable waist and 
chest straps make the backpack comfortable to 
wear even when loaded with all your gear.             

Bottom with two feet  

ALL THE CAMERA BAGS FEATURES:             

AKT-XJB001

AKT-XJB002

AKT-XJB006AKT-XJB005

AKT-XJB003

AKT-XJB004

CAMERA BAG
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HARD GOODSAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL819
Finger Tab

Size: S,M,L

Direction: RH or LH

Cow Leather

Aluminum frame

Thumb or jaw support

Adjustable pink ledge

Adjustable finger spacers

AKT-SL820
Finger Tab

Size: S,M,L

Direction: RH or LH

Cow Leather

Aluminum frame

Adjustable pink ledge

HARD GOODS
ARCHERY
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HARD GOODSAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL815             
Stabilizer

Diameter: 18mm Diameter: 18mm Diameter: 18mm

Size:26",28",30" Size:10",12" Size:3",4",5"

3K Hi-modulus Carbon 3K Hi-modulus Carbon 3K Hi-modulus Carbon

Incl.dampers Incl.dampers

Incl.cap weights and flat weight Incl.cap weights

AKT-SL816             
Stabilizer

Diameter: 17mm Diameter: 17mm Diameter: 17mm

Size:26",28",30" Size:10",12" Size:3",4",5"

100% Carbon 100% Carbon 100% Carbon

Incl.dampers Incl.dampers

Incl.cap weights and flat weight Incl.cap weights
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HARD GOODSAOKATE

NINGBO FENGHUA AOKATE COMMODITY FACTORY

AKT-SL830
Full aluminum lightweight construction

Light weight

Quick release fast vertical adjustment

9" extension

Windage and elevation adjustment

8/32 Ring pin incl.

Removable aperture block

RH and LH available

AKT-SL829
Beginner to inermediate recurve signt

Full aluminum lightweight construction

7" extension

Rapid elevation adjustment

8/32 Ring pin incl.

Removable aperture block

RH and LH available

AKT-TC001
T Gauge

Metric and inch markings

Metal string clips

Perfect tool for nockset placement, brace and tiller checking

Laser logos
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AKT-NY001
Magneto Fletch

Straight clamp only

Lightweight aluminum construction

Scale for feather placement

Laser engraved

Can be used for 3,4 or 6 fletches

Magnetic

AKT-SL905
Riser

Length: 25"(fits for a 66",68" or 70" Bow)

Weight: 1175gr

Features: Machined Riser, limb alignment system,

Anodized colors

Hand: RH & LH

Compatible limbs: Fits any ILF limb on the market

AKT-GJ001
Bowstand

Dimensions: 36x6x6cm

Weight: 455gr

Quick fold/unfold

Butterfly nut lock system 

Stainless steel

Extremely stable and solid bowstand
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AKT-JH001
Quiver for BACKPACK

Weight: 220gr

Length: 35cm

Direction: RH & LH

Colors: black or camo

1-piece BACKPACK quiver

Quick detach lever lock system

Holds 4 arrows

Dual arrow grippers prevents excess vibration

Fits both carbon and aluminum arrows

Works with mechanical or fixed broadheads

AKT-QT161
Arrow Puller

Proprietary  compound for maximum arrow grip

Internal -molded sides for improved wet-weather pulling

Ergonomic wedge shape for comfortable fit

AKT-SL119
Arrow Tube

Conventient arrow protection travel tube

One size fits most

AKT-SL830
Control Damper

Diameter :29mm(base 20mm)

Thread: 1/4"

Reduce noises and vibrations

Easy to install

Threads on any stabilizer with 1/4" ends

AKT-SL824
V-bar

Anodized Aluminum

Included 5/16 screw

Quick detach 5/16

Quick and easy one-hand fix

AKT-SL823
V-bar

Anodized Aluminum

Included 5/16 bolt


